TEST 01- CURRENT AFFAIRS 2015 For Design Exam
MM=100
Time= 45 Min
1.Which among the following is the theme of the
World Health Day2015?
[A]Food Safety
[B]Aging and Health
[C]Water Safety
[D]Small Bite Big Threat
2.MalliMastanBabu, who passed away recently, was a
____?
[A]Indian Mountaineer
[B]Sand Artist
[C]Environment Conservationist
[D]Journalist
3.Asia’s largest wholesale market for fruits and
vegetables is __?
[A]AzadpurMandi
[B]YeshwanthpurMandi
[C]MaurMandi
[D]BhawaniMandi
4.The first female president of Basketball Federation
of India is __?
[A]PoonamMahajan
[B]Menaka Gandhi
[C]P T Usha
[D]Roopam Harish Sharma
5.Where is located Asia’s largest tulip garden?
[A]Himachal Pradesh
[B]Jammu & Kashmir
[C]Uttar Pradesh
[D]Uttarkhand
6.Rengali irrigation project is located in which of the
following states?
[A]West Bengal
[B]Odisha
[C]Madhya Pradesh
[D]Himachal Pradesh
7.What is the code name of the military operation in
Yemen against Shia Houthi group?
[A]Operation Destruction Storm
[B]Operation Decisive Storm
[C]Operation All Out
[D]Operation Die Hard
8.Rourkela Steel Plant, the first integrated steel plant
in public sector was set with collaboration of which
country?
[A]Russia
[B]Britain
[C]Germany
[D]Japan

9.Whichorganisation has been awarded the
prestigious Gandhi Peace Prize2014?
[A]BARC
[B]DRDO
[C]ISRO
[D]CFTRI
10.INSKalvari, which has been commissioned by
Indian Navy recently, is a ____?
[A]Scorpeneclass
submarine
[B]Aircraft carrier
[C]Survey ship
[D]Amphibious assault ship
11.Who is the chairman of the committee constituted
to work out single framework for government
clearance?
[A]ManojKohli
[B]ChandrajeetBanerji
[C]Ajay Shankar
[D]NavinPatnaik
12.Who emerged as winner of the 2015 Time
magazine 100 reader’s poll?
[A]Vladimir Putin
[B]NarendraModi
[C]Lady Gaga
[D]Rihanna
13.Which of the following stadia is India’s first solar
powered sporting venue?
[A]Wankhede stadium, Mumbai
[B]Chinnaswamy stadium, Bengaluru
[C]Eden Garden stadium, Kolkata
[D]Feroz Shah Kotla stadium, New Delhi
14.Which state recently launched the campaign
‘Subodham’ to help people overcome alcohol, drug
abuse?
[A]Kerala
[B]Gujarat
[C]Madhya Pradesh
[D]Karnataka
15.Who is the author of the novel “All the Light We
Cannot See”?
[A]Anthony Doerr
[B]LailaLalami
[C]Richard Ford
[D]Joyce Carol Oates
16.Which movie has won maximum awards at the
International Indian Film Awards?
[A]Queen
[B]Ek Villain
[C]Haider
[D]PK
17.Which bank won the Asian Banker Achievement
Award 2015?
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[A]ICICI Bank
[B]BharatiyaMahila Bank
[C]State Bank of Mysore
[D]Axis Bank
18.Who has become the first Indiaborn
woman to be appointed as Judge in the New York
City?
[A]ChaitraBaligar
[B]AmruthaPandey
[C]Raja Rajeswari
[D]Sandhya Malik
19.Who has been conferred with the Knight of the
Order of Arts and Letters for his contribution to the
fashion
industry?
[A]Wendell Rodricks
[B]Francois Richier
[C]Yves Perrin
[D]Arvinder Singh
20.Which district of West Bengal has been declared
country’s first open defecation free district?
[A]Bankura
[B]Darjeeling
[C]Nadia
[D]Purulia
21.Author Michael Blake, who died recently, was best
known for his novel ___?
[A]My Dreams
[B]In the Cold Desert
[C]Winds of Sand
[D]Dances with Wolves
22.Which country is venue for the first ever Asian
Youth Athletic Championship2015?
[A]Qatar
[B]China
[C]Jordan
[D]Japan
5.Which is the most common fish in the Indian Coast?
[A]Hilsa Shad
[B]Bombay Duck
[C]Oil sardines
[D]Indian mackerel
24.Ruth Rendell, who died recently, was a well known
__?
[A]Crime writer
[B]Environmentalist
[C]Photographer
[D]Journalist
25.The National Florence Nightingale Awards are
given for excellence in which profession?
[A]Doctor
[B]Nursing
[C]Philanthropy
[D]Journalism

26.Which party emerged as winner in the recent UK
election?
[A]Conservative Party
[B]Labour Party
[C]Scottish National Party
[D]Liberal Democrats
27.Which one of the following has won United
Nations Public Service Award 2015?
[A]Mysuru
[B]Nadia
[C]Bhopal
[D]Nasik
28.As per latest study, which amino acid can prevent
formation of dental plaque?
[A]Glutamine
[B]Methionine
[C]Arginine
[D]Isoleucine
29.Which among the following countries is not
included in the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP)
negotiations?
[A]United States
[B]Japan
[C]China
[D]India
30.The government of India has signed a USD 300
million loan pact to support the National Urban
Health Mission
(NUHM) with which of the following?
[A]World Bank
[B]Asian Development Bank
[C]New Development Bank
[D]None of the above
31.On which date, National Broadcasting day is
observed?
[A] July 23
[B] June 2
[C] March 15
[D] January 19
32.Kakdwip and Sagar Island, which were recently
making news for a proposed underwater tunnel, are
located in which state / UT?
[A] Andhra Pradesh
[B]West Bengal
[C]Andaman and Nicobar
[D]Tamil Nadu
33.What is the ratio of sour and sweet crudes in the
Indian Crude Oil Basket?
[A]68:32
[B]72:28
[C]75:25
[D]88:12
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34.Which of the following state governments has
launched Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Jan Van Vikas
Scheme for the
development of villages around tiger reserves?
[A] Gujarat
[B]Maharashtra
[C]Madhya Pradesh
[D] Rajasthan
35.Who among the following has been chosen for
Fukuoka Asian Culture Prize 2015 in the academic
category?
[A]Thant MyintU
[B]Vandana Shiva
[C]RamachandraGuha
[D]NaliniMalani
36.Who among the following won the 2015 Hungarian
Grand Prix of Formula One?
[A]Sebastian Vettel
[B]Lewis Hamilton
[C]NicoRosberg
[D]NicoHulkenberg
37.ISRO’s PSLV28 has successfully launched five
satellites of which country?
[A]Germany
[B]United States
[C]Singapore
[D]United Kingdom
38.Who has been appointed President of China led
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB)?
[A]Jin Liqun
[B]KV Kamath
[C]Rabbu Mansour Hadi
[D]Dr. Jim Yong Kim
39.Which country became 162th member of World
Trade Organization?
[A]Seychelles
[B]Kazakhstan
[C]North Korea
[D]Ethiopia
40.The OPEC reference basket is currently made up of
how many crude oils?
[A]Eight
[B]Twelve
[C]Ten
[D]Fifteen
41 .In which state India’s biggest coconut and cashew
festival was held recently?
[A]Goa
[B]Kerala
[C]Tamil Nadu
[D]Karnataka
42. The PEN literary award for freedom of speech has
been awarded to __?
[A]The New York Times

[B]Charlie Hebdo
[C]The Hindu
[D]The Guardian
43.TheTransAnatolian Natural Gas Pipeline (TANAP)
starts from which country?
[A]Azerbaijan
[B]Turkey
[C]Russia
[D]Tajikistan
44.Which airport has been adjudged as adjudged the
world’s best airport for the year 2014?
[A]Kempegowda International Airport
[B]Rajiv Gandhi International Airport
[C]Indira Gandhi International Airport
[D]Kochi International Airport
45.Which state is site to the India’s first
hydroengineeringcollege?
[A]Kerala
[B]Himachal Pradesh
[C]Odisha
[D]West Bengal
46.Which country is the largest supplier of natural gas
to European Union?
[A]Russia
[B]Turkmenistan
[C]Afghanistan
[D]South Korea
47.Which continent has the lowest average total
fertility rate?
[A]Asia
[B]Africa
[C]Europe
[D]Australia
48.On which date, World Press Freedom Day is
observed?
[A]May 1
[B]April 30
[C]May 3
[D]May 5
49.Which among the following is a correct meaning of
medical condition called “Dextrocardia”?
[A]Abnormal working of heart
[B]Heart located in the right sid
[C]Unusual enlargement of heart
[D]Accumulation of water in heart
50.The winner of the Spanish Grand Prix2015 is__:
[A]KimiRaikkonen.
[B]Lewish Hamilton
[C]NicoRoseberg
[D]ValtteriBottasl
51.NASA is developing Robotic eel to explore the icy
water on which of the following moons?
[A]Europa
[B]Titan
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[C]Callisto
[D]Io
52.Which country topped the Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness Index (TTCI) 2015?
[A]France
[B]Spain
[C]Germany
[D]US
53.Punjab Brown is a popular breed of ___?
[A]Cow
[B]Goat
[C]Chicken
[D]Sheep
54.The World Health Organisation (WHO) declares a
country free of Ebola if no new case is reported for __:
[A]23 days
[B]35 days
[C]42 days
[D]52 days
55.Which moon of the Jupiter is found to have huge
Lava Lake?
[A]Io
[B]Europa
[C]Ganymede
[D]Callisto
56.EconomistAlexandreLamfalussy, who died recently,
was often known as ___?
[A]Father of US economy
[B]Father of the Euro
[C]Founder Father of World Bank
[D]Father of Microfinance
57.Which country is not a part of “Golden Triangle”
infamous for opium and heroin production?
[A]Vietnam
[B]Myanmar
[C]Lao PDR
[D]Thailand
58.At which place, India’s largest open blast furnace
has been recently commissioned?
[A]Durgapur
[B]Burnpur
[C]Rourkela
[D]Midnapur
59.Which of the following prime ministers of India
never visited China?
[A]Rajiv Gandhi
[B]P V NarasimhaRao
[C]Indira Ghandi
[D]A B Vajpayee
60.India’s first private Greenfield airport is located in
which state?
[A]Kerala

[B]Madhya Pradesh
[C]West Bengal
[D]Odisha
61. Which sector has maximum child labourers in
India?
[A]Agriculture
[B]Garment industries
[C]Hotel
[D]Carpet weaving
62.Who has become first Asian elected Mayor in
United Kingdom?
[A]HarbhajanKaurDheer
[B]Tej Ram Bagha
[C]ArushiKaurDheer
[D]RanjithaKulkarni
63.Currently, with which country India has a
diplomatic and security dialogue in 2+2 format?
[A]South Korea
[B]USA
[C]Japan
[D]Singapore
64.The UNESCO World Heritage Site Palmyra is
located in which country?
[A]Iran
[B]Syria
[C]Turkey
[D]Ukraine
65.Who has won the Man Booker International
Prize2015?
[A]AmitavGhosh
[B]Laszlo Krasznahorkai
[C]George Szirtes
[D]Dame Marina
66.Which country assumed the presidency of 68th
World Health Organisation?
[A]Pakistan
[B]India
[C]Sri Lanka
[D]China
67.The United Nations Dag Hammarskjöld Medal is a
posthumous award given to the ____?
[A]Military persons
[B]Media persons
[C]Writers
[D]Philanthropists
68.Highest contribution to India’s agriculture & allied
sector GDP comes from which state?
[A]Maharashtra
[B]Uttar Pradesh
[C]Karnataka
[D]Gujarat
69.India has won how many gold medals at Doha
International Boxing Tournament?
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[A]Five
[B]Two
[C]Four
[D]Six
70.If a person wants to enrol for the
PradhanMantriSurakshaBimaYojana his/her age must
be between ___?
[A]1840years
[B]2055years
[C]1870years
[D]1865years
71 .Who has won the 2015MonacoGrand Prix title?
[A]Lewis Hamilton
[B]NicoRosberg
[C]Sebastian Vettel
[D]Daniel Ricciardo
72.Who has emerged as most run scorer (orange cap)
in Indian Premier League2015?
[A]AjinkyaRahane
[B]David Warner
[C]Chris Gayle
[D]ViratKohli
73.Who is the chairman of the committee constituted
to study the public private partnership mode of
infrastructure
development?
[A]ArunShaury
[B]Vijay Kelkar
[C]Shekhar Shah
[D]S B Nayar
74.Who has become the youngest woman ever to be
included on Forbes most powerful list?
[A]Taylor Swift
[B]Sofia Vergara
[C]Oprah Winfrey
[D]Mary Barra
75.Who is the chairman of newly formed Nasscom
Cyber Security Task Force?
[A]AzimPremji
[B]Narayana Murthy
[C]RajendraPawar
[D]AbhishekSinghvi
76.Which state has taken up a project to restore
habitat for sloth bear?
[A]Himachal Pradesh
[B]Gujarat
[C]Madhya Pradesh
[D]Karnataka
77. Which country is not a part of Kalahari Desert?
[A]Tanzania
[B]Botswana
[C]Namibia
[D]South Africa

78.Which country unveiled the world’s first facial
recognition ATM?
[A]USA
[B]China
[C]Japan
[D]Russia
79.Who among the following will be conferred with
Friends of Bangladesh Liberation War Award?
[A]L K Advani
[B]AtalBihari Vajpayee
[C]MuraliManhor Joshi
[D]Man Mohan Singh
80.India’s oldest Muslim shrine “CheramanJuma
Masjid” is located in which state?
[A]Madhya Pradesh
[B]Gujarat
[C]Kerala
[D]Maharashtra
81.World Milk Day is observed on which of the
following dates?
[A]29th May
[B]30th May
[C]1st June
[D]2nd June
82.Which one of the following pairs is not correctly
matched?
[A]Volkswagen – Germany
[B]Nissan – Japan
[C]Hyundai – North Korea
[D]Chevrolet- America
83.The production of latex in rubber trees is closely
related to which of the following?
[A]Atmospheric pressure
[B]Rainfall
[C]Atmospheric temperature
[D]Soil moisture content
84.AmeenahGuribFakim has been designated as first
woman president of which country?
[A]France
[B]Mauritius
[C]Philippines
[D]New Zealand
85.Which country has granted permission to the Life
Insurance of India (LIC) to run its business?
[A]Pakistan
[B]Bangladesh
[C]China
[D]Japan
86.On which date, Telangana state Foundation Day is
observed?
[A]30 May
[B]31 May
[C]2 June
[D]4 June
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87.What is the minimum power generation capacity
of the Super Thermal Power Plants?
[A]500 MW
[B]1000 MW
[C]2000 MW
[D]4000 MW
88.There are the only four countries in the world
which carry more than a billion tonnes of freight on
their railway
networks annually. Which of the following is not one
of that?
[A]India
[B]China
[C]Japan
[D]Russia
89.As per latest FIFA ranking (June, 2015), which is the
top ranked Asian team?
[A]Japan
[B]Iran
[C]South Korea
[D]China
90.Who has recently become the second Indian to be
inducted in the International Cricket Council’s (ICC)
Elite Panel
of Umpires?
[A]S K Sharma
[B]Sundaram Ravi
[C]Satish Gupta
[D]Anil Chaudhary
91.Which country has highest median age in the
world?
[A]Japan
[B]Monaco
[C]Sweden
[D]Italy
92.Who has been conferred with the Asian Athletics
Association President Award?
[A]Suresh Kalmadi
[B]LalithSoori
[C]Ramachandran
[D]SharadPawar
93.Which is the most common chemical used in cloud
seeding?
[A]Potassium bromide
[B]Silver iodide
[C]Potassium chloride
[D]Magnesium iodide
94.TheJamdani style is the famous traditional sari of
which country?
[A]Sri Lanka
[B]India
[C]Bangladesh
[D]Nepal

95.Which of the following has been named World’s
most valuable football brand?
[A]Manchester United
[B]Bayern Munich
[C]Manchester City
[D]F C Barcelona
96.Who has been named India’s special envoy for
counterterrorism and extremism?
[A]RavicharanReddy
[B]Syed Asif Ibrahim
[C]MohamudAshim Khan
[D]BhaktaSrivatsav
97.From which country Delhi Metro has received its
first driver less train?
[A]Japan
[B]Russia
[C]South Korea
[D]China
98.Who has been appointed as India Under19 and A
teams cricket coach?
[A]Rahul Dravid
[B]SauravGanguly
[C]Sachin Tendulkar
[D]Robin Singh
99.India’s first exclusive hospital for elephant will
come up in which state?
[A]Tamil Nadu
[B]Karnataka
[C]Kerala
[D] Andhra Pradesh
100.Which of the following two states of India have
bus connectivity with Bangladesh currently (June
2015)?
[A]Tripura and Manipur
[B]West Bengal and Assam
[C]Tripura and West Bengal
[D]Odisha and West Bengal
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